Monday, 10th  
9:00-12:30 Digital Scholarly Editions at a glance:  
Introduction; What is a DSE?; Evaluation: what makes DSE a good one?  
14:00-17:30 From footnotes to markup:  
Oxygen editor; Introduction to XML and TEI; Gentle introduction to XPath

Tuesday, 11th Independence Day  
10:30 Informal discussion of individual projects

Wednesday, 12th  
9:00-17:30 Introduction to TEI  
Basic structure; TEI Header; Entities; Editorial interventions; Critical apparatus

Thursday, 13th  
9:30-12:30 Visualising the data:  
Transformations to various outputs; Quick introduction to XSLT; TEI Stylesheets

14:00-17:30 Customizing, publishing and exploring the data  
Customizing the TEI with Roma; Publishing TEI documents

Organisation: James Cummings, Łukasz Cybulski, Anna Skolimowska, Magdalena Turska